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"I think that had I been alone, I migflt Chris Lukomsky's "Growing Up Fe- is not new, nor is the problem of important steps towards liberation is

have felt that there was something male and Ukrainian" and Halya
|

assimilation in Canada, or the nature recognizing that our experiences as Uk-

wrone with me" - Halya Chomiak, In Chomiak's "In Response" are two ex- of Ukrainian society. But this is the ramian women are no. peculiar, that

„
I cellent articles which discuss the rela- first time that we, Canadian- and we are not alone, and that the struggle

tionship between Ukrainianism and American-Ukrainian women are ad- towards greater freedom must be ap-

womanhood. dressing ourselves to our liberation as proached collectively.

The question of woman's liberation Ukrainian women. One of the most Chrystia Chomiak

Growing up Female and Ukrainian

When originally asked to do this arti-

cle, I agreed wholeheartedly in a fit of

enthusiasm. It is not enough to say

that the problem interested me clinic-

ally, because even before the women's

movement had caught on I had be-

lieved and supported its theses. And
yet, to voice these ideas on paper in

some coherent fashion, when the issue

was largely emotional and practical

for me, became a very difficult task.

For one thing, a plethora of informa-

tion is now available on the subject.

Every bookstore now has a specially

designated section called "Women" or

"Women's Problems." Ms., a monthly

magazine devoted to these issues, can

be purchased at every newstand. The

mass media is saturated with talk

shows, jokes and articles on this very

real problem.

Where do I begin? It became ap-

parent to me the easiest way would be

to outline my own feelings from early

childhood. And since I was brought

~up as any good Ukrainian girl is

brought up in America, it would be

easy for the readers and myself to

trace patterns inherent in my up-

bringing and question exactly at what

point they began to conflict with my
own beliefs.

Unfortunately, every Ukrainian

female brought up in American

society today is faced with two male-

chauvinist patriarchal traditions: the

Ukrainian tradition which our parents

brought with them when they left

European shores and the American

tradition which we have inherited

simply by growing up in American
society and attending its schools and
institutions. Both, I believe, are harm-
ful to the development of a female.

The European, I think, more so than

the American because it is more overt-

ly patriarchal. The American less so

because it seems to pay at least lip

service to trends occurring presently

in the country (i.e. feminism).

The Cult of the Panna

From the time 1 was small I remember
being reared in what I would term the

cult of the "panna." At age five I

remember staring into neighbors' faces

as I was holding my mother's hand

tightly and being patted on the head

with exclamations such as: "My, what

a panna she is getting to be!" or "My,

she will grow into a fine panna some

day!" For some reason, my mother

had a predilection for dressing me in

very frilly clothes and for sticking

gigantic, impractical ribbons into my
hair. There I was at age five, dressed in

the very best of European tradition: a

short frilly dress, half of my hair in

ringworm curls and the other half

braided on top of my head to support

a gigantic ribbon. 1 was told to be

good and not mess up when I play. I

was also told not to be quarrelsome

when I belted some kid in the mouth

in American school after he made fun

of my ribbon. At that age, I tried to

adapt as well as I could but I do

remember putting up a tremendous

row about the hairdo after I had

started going to American school.

Shortly thereafter my tantrums paid

off. My mother took me to the barber

and I got the Prince Valiant cut.

When I hit the age of puberty, the

forces of 'pannahood' attacked me
from all sides. I remember having a

terrible desire to wear one skirt over

and over again because I found it

comfortable. My mother told me that

I should wear many different clothes

every day because people would think

I didn't have anything to wear. 1 also

remember being cajoled into social-

izing when I had neither the inclina-

tion nor the aptitude for it. During

my teens, my father would escort me
to the local church dance where I

would resentfully and begrudgingly

stay lined up against a wall for several

hours. God forbid that anyone should

have asked me to dance. I was told

that 'pannas' do not say 'no' when
someone asks them to dance. Even if

the recipient of the 'no' were a fifty-

ish, leering old man with liquor on his

breath. You could easily spot me on

the dance floor - the parody of social

graces - bending and bumping un-

gracefully while the man held me a

little too close for comfort and wink-

ed at my father who looked on
approvingly at my acceptance into the

cult of the young 'pannas.'

The Cultivation of the Plast Pannas

In terms of personal experience, Plast

camps fared no better. Contrary to

what most Plast leaders assume is the

nature of such camps, they are ac-

tually hotbeds of sexual frustration.

At fifteen, I was no raving willowy

beauty, to say the least. But I would

have been more than happy to collect

frogs and go on hikes. Instead, there

were only one or two hikes during the

whole camp period. Most of the time

the boys sat opposite the girls - both

groups hotly aware of oncoming

puberty urges. The boys usually stared

and followed the prettiest girl in

camp. (Boys are that way in

adolescence). The prettiest girl in

camp, of course, was not there to

learn how to hike up the mountain,

but spent a great deal of time making

sure her skirt was as short as possible

and that all of her Plast accoutre-

ments, including the medals pinned on

her chest, were just in the right

positions of enticement. Plast camps

also had their dances, termed 'vechir-

ky, ' where we girls once again learned

the rudiments of 'pannahood*. It

seems to me that whatever fun there

was to be had in camp, the guys had it

all. We girls spent most of oui time

setting our hair, washing our under-

wear, getting sun tans and singing a lot

of Plast songs. All about melancholy

love. And collecting boyfriends. The

Plast courtship was a highly romantic

one. After all, what are vatras for if

not to sing of unrequited love and the

highly romantic ideals 'of Ukraine,

learn about our male Ukrainian

leaders, and kiss a lot under the

romantic moon? If you closed your

eyes you could almost see yourself in

Ukraine. Almost - but not quite.

Some of the lousiest marriages I know
of started in just this fashion.

I recall the fact that there were

always some girls in Plast camp that

did not fit in. Either they were over-

weight, had acne, or were just tom-

boys out to have fun. These girls

usually became the butts of many
jokes - not just from other Plast

participants but from the leaders as

well. Since the Plast leaders were not

married either, they went to camp for

the same reasons that most girls did.

There was also another type of girl at

camp. She was the Piast victim who,

because of her intelligence, had to

master the entire Morse code; learn

semaphore from all positions possible;

pitch a tent and dig a ditch in record

time; become thoroughly familiar

with every sailor's knot ever used and

with- more Indian signs than the In-

dians knew of; as well as be a facile

papier-mache artiste, a great speaker

with a tremendous facility for quickly

memorizing long Ukrainian poems,

and a good Ukrainian dancer. She

always traveled with a Kobzar and a

Ukrainian costume and was tolerated

by the other Plast pannas for the sake

of 'tochky' (ratings) a't Plast jam-

borees and contests. I should know -

I was one.

When I was ready to be accepted

into the ranks of 'starshe-plastunstvo,'

1 remember the hard time I had trying

to decide which sorority I should join.

It was-a hard task because none of the

Plast sororities I knew of ever seemed

to be doing anything. One group, I

remember, was immersed in the task

of making identical yarn-embroidered

jackets for its members. Another

group was involved in heated dis-

cussions concerning the possibility of

admitting those girls who married

non-Ukrainian men. One group, at its

yearly meeting at Soyuzivka, assigned

its members to read one Ukrainian

book (the same one for everybody),

which they would then discuss at next

year's meeting. Although patriotism

seemed rampant, activity was nil. The

young Plast ^matrons seemed to 'be

busy organizing kindergartens for

their progeny whom they dressed in

little Ukrainian getups. The un-

marrieds seemed to be busy deciding

whom to marry. And on and on it

went. I didn't join.

The Obsessive Ukrainian Parent

After puberty 'pannahood' becomes

the paramount obsession in every Uk-

rainian home. How many Ukrainian

girls have heard their parents exclaim

on occasion: "Ale, to ne vypadaye"

The New Year is now upon us, and with the winter

snows we shall once again witness the latest fur fashions

modelled by our young misses at the weekly church parade.

The festive season brings out the best in aspiring Ukrainian

womanhood. It is time to assert one's female identity at the

many grand soirees that shall enliven Saturday nights in the

weeks to come before the annual social recession — Lent

(Pist). The highlight of the season is the increasingly

popular and much esteemed Ravt Presy to be held in no less

a place than the Royal York Hotel. The Ravt has met with

great success in the Canadian cultural scene, for the "kral-

ya" of the Ukrainian media goes on to compete with other

ethnic "kralyas" in a grand multicultural popularity bazaar.

As the various Ukrainian publications and radio pro-

grammes are declaring their representatives, we at "Stu-

dent" would also like to contribute to the enhancement of
this gala social event. Therefore, in true community spirit

and great fun, we announce the entry of our very own and

very lovely - Ms Dolly Komar, as the official hopeful of

- "Student". As Ms Komar is new to many of our readers.

here is some biographical information about our charming
candidate:

Dolly has belonged to both Plast and CYM arid was also

a member of the "vivtarna druzhyna" at St. Nicholas

Church. She attended St. Basil the Great College and

completed her matura with honours from Kursy Uk-

-rayinosnavstva. Ms Komar graduated from the University of

Toronto with a B.A. in political philosophy and Soviet

Studies. A former president of the Ukrainian Students Club

at the U. of T., she has been active in the Student Radio

programme, has contributed to "Student" and has worked

with the Committee in Defence of Soviet Political Prison-

ers. She practises yoga, plays the guitar, madolin and

harmonica and would like to learn to play bandura.

believer in the liberation of both women and men - she is

presently involved in organising workers' councils at the

Ford Automobile Assembly Plant where she has been

employed as a sandblaster and spotweldcr for the past six

months.



(But, you can't do that, it just isn't

seemly). In the course of rubbing

against American society, Ukrainians

have, unfortunately, picked up several

more notorious materialistic American

strains. One Ukrainian nouveau riche

habit is the establishment of the Ball.

Each Ball includes the presentation of

debutantes (now, however, any dance

which has its queen is a Ball). I

remember many attempts by my

parents to blackmail me into going to

any one of these balls. Or the ball of

all balls - the Chervona Kalyna.

Having no escort that I would care to

take at the age of 18 and feeling a

little ridiculous in a long white gown,

I marveled that this should be so

important. After all, why should I be

so important. After all, why should I

be presented to society? I had neither

name, money or position - nor any

particular desire to be paraded like

Student

some kind of chicken in front of total

strangers. My first feelings of resent-

ment began to crop up at this age.

Being a "panna," 1 was expected to go

through such rituals: going to balls

with boys 1 didn't know, wearing

ornate, expensive clothes and having

people spend money on me unnec-
essarily. To this day 1 can't see a

picture of a ball with rows and rows
of young girls all - grasping roses in

their hands without wondering if they
realize that they are paying lip-service

to customs that are totally ridiculous

and unnecessary. I also marvel that

some of these girls exhibit such desire

to be selected queen. Queen of what?

The Educational Facade

Every "panna" is expected to go to

college. The idea is not that she will

get a good education which she will

then parlay into interesting work and

January 1971»

self development, but that she will

become a saleable commodity on the
Ukrainian marriage market. The dup-
licity involved in this type of educa-
tion may be well-meaning but it is

ultimately stultifying. From early

years, the educational wheels churn to

prepare the young girl for "panna-
hood". First there are the countless

expensive music lessons, then the

piano lessons, then charm school, etc.

When I think of all the girls who go
through frustrating and tormenting
hours of piano and ballet lessons with
no goal in mind save .that of being
prepared for "pannahood" I am
amazed by all the money and time
wasted in these efforts. Finally, col-

lege becomes the ultimate sellout.

Parents are more than willing to spend
thousands of dollars on a college and
even graduate education - but not
with the proper goals in mind. If a

Continued page 6

Page 3

In Response
The article On Growing Up Female

and Ukrainian misses the central issue

under discussion. In my opinion, it is

simply a translation of the main

theme of feminist literature into

Ukrainian-American terms.

As such, the article is, in part, suc-

cessful. Certainly the Ukrainian equi-

valent of the "little miss" is the "pan-

na" and Plast is one of the organiza-

tions to which Ukrainian children be-

long. Ukrainian girls, like others in the

North American culture, feel the pres-

sure to act "feminine"; therefore

some act as if they are "emotional,

week-headed, boy-crazy and super ap-

pearance-conscious". By mentioning

incidents of this nature, the author

touches on incidents in the past, and

as such the article at first appears to

be "right-on". However, on a closer

reading, it becomes evident the article

misses the main point of what it

means to grow up Ukrainian. The

author seems to have dealt only with

the window dressing and speaks only

of exterior appearances. This' makes

her unable to assess the effect of being

Ukrainian on the female psyche. In

any case it is not true to my own
experience.

Possibly it was different for the

author, but for me to grow up Uk-

rainian was to grow up with the idea

-that I was different and therefore

special. While other children in the

neighbourhood spoke only English,

we spoke two languages and, further-

more, were allowed only to speak

Ukrainian at home. The other children

celebrated Christmas on the 25th of

December; our Christmas came in

January and was celebrated in a dif-

ferent manner. While other children

played on Saturdays and went to the

movies, we went to Ukrainian School

and Plast.

While growing up we were under

pressure from our parents to be aware

of our Ukrainianism and to be proud

of it. This pressure also came from the

Ukrainian community. It was exerted

in many ways. I and the other Uk-

rainian children that I knew were

taught about" the Ukraine - its

history, beauty, culture and vast rich-

ness. Both our parents and the Uk-

rainian community pressured us to

marry Ukrainians and to keep working

in Ukrainian organizations. As a dis-

tant goal, we looked forward to the

liberation of Ukraine and I can re-

member childhood dreams of leading

armies down the mountain sides. This

pressure to remain proudly national-

istic was very necessary. It counter-

acted the dominant social pressure

from the general society to assimilate.

Many images spring to mind as

these words are written. For example,

I remember the mother of a neigh-

bourhood girl telling me and my sister

that we would have to go home if we

did not speak English. Another

memory comes from the occasion

when I tried to tell my school teacher

about the Tartar invasions of the Uk-

raine. She had never heard of them

and her reaction was such as to make

me doubt my past. No mention of the

Ukraine in school books was another

reason for doubting.

The pressure to assimilate still ex-

ists. My mother-in-law, who is English,

will not allow my children to speak

Ukrainian in her home, and although

she feels she must praise their knowl-

edge of two languages in public, is

forever exerting subtle pressures on

the children to stop speaking Uk-

rainian. Fortunately my children seem

to have the internal fortitude to stand

up to her.

Those two different social pres-

sures, one from the homeland the

Ukrainian community, the other from

the general society created a con-

tinuing identity crisis for me. Luckily,

my parents always managed to instill

the concept of "different but better."

I always strived and was encouraged

to strive to be better than my English

classmates. Since I was able to suc-

ceed', I was able to retain my Uk-

rainian identity. Those Ukrainian chil-

dren who were not proud ended up

assimilating into the dominant cul-

ture, hoping to be accepted this way.

However by so doing, they lost their

identity, for trying to forget one's

past is really self-hatred. Thus instead

of achieving equality, they suffered

from feelings of inferiority. If female,

they are too timid to venture from

social stereotypes and I believe they

would be afraid ,to consider them-

selves liberated women.

Having said all this, I must now

turn to the issue of growing to

womanhood. As I have said before,

the pressure was always to excell — to '

be the best. This is in sharp contrast

with the upbringing normally given to

Continued page II
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The following are involved

publishing "Student":

Lida HnatkiW

Luba Huzan
Dolly Komar
Lesia Radkewych
Roman Senkus

Christine Chomiak
Zenko Shtelma

Myroslav Yurkewych

in organizing, producing and

Borys Hrybynsky

Roksoliana Mnitsky

Roksoliana Leybich

Oleh Rumak
Oksana Slivinsky

Myroslav Shkandry

Lubomyr Szuch
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Ukrainian Film Workshop in Winnipeg

The Ukrainian Students' Club of the University of Mani-

toba sponsored a film workshop, featuring two Ukrainian

film makers, Jaroslav (Slawko) Krepakevich of Montreal

and Slawko Nowytski of Minneapolis/Toronto. It was held

Tuesday, October 23, 1973 at the University of Winnipeg.

While discussion their work in film, Slawko Nowytski

showed three of his films entitled. "BIoops", "Forever",

and "Sheep in Wood", an English language ten-munite

colour art film released in 1971, showing artist Jacques

Hnizdovsky creating the woodcut of "Two Rams". The
original music score for the film was made by Marian

Kouzan. "Sheep in Wood" was awarded first prize, the Blue

Ribbon Award, at the 13th Annual American Film Festival

in 1 97 1 in New York City.

Slawko Nowytski of Fiimart Productions is an in-

dependent film maker. Fie has made many documentary,

educational and short subject films. He is presently working
on a film, sponsored by the Ukrainian Cultural and Educa-
tional Centre of Winnipeg, concerning the Ukrainian

pioneers of Canada, primarily of Manitoba.

Slawko Krepakevich, during his discussion at the student

seminar, showed his film entitled, "Agriculture Canada".
Since 1968 he has been working ai ilic National Film Board
of Canada. The film director was born in Yorkton, Sas-

katchewan in 1946. He studied Economics at the University

of Saskatchewan. Among the films he directed are, "How
Things Have Changed" and "Light to Starboard" and

others. He is presently working on a film on Ukrainian

Canadians.

The film workshop ended with a lively discussion with

both film makers Slawko Krepakevich _and Slawko

Nowytski.

Zorianna Hrycenko

Oksana Ostapyk

Hutsakiuk Stationery Cards

The Ukrainian Canadian University Students' National

Executive printed two all-occasion stationery cards by artist

Liuboslaw Hutsaliuk of New York. The two black and

white designs are entitled, "Pont Neuf and "R. Writing".

Liuboslaw Hutsaliuk was born in Lviv, Ukraine in 1923
and came to the United States in 1949 where he has since
resided. His first one-man show was in Paris in 1956 at the
Gallerie Volmar. During the period 1956 to 1966 Hutsaliuk
had a total of ten, one-man shows in galleries in New York,
Milan, Paris and Toronto. Since 1956 Hutsaliuk frequents
Paris often painting independently there. In New York his
paintings may be seen at the Hilde Gerst Gallery. "Hut-
saliuk believes that paintings should act by colour. He tries
to create a certain mood in a painting, and when he begins
to paint, he thinks in abstract, in masses and colours", says
Joan Hess Michel in the 1969, August issue of American
Artist.

Hutsaliuk has worked with an art service where he
designed cartoon commercials for television. He also did
illustrations for the childrens' publication, "Humpty
Dumpty" magazine.

The cards printed in Winnipeg sell for 25^ each and may
be purchased by writing to:

Hutsaliuk Cards

c/o 799 Cambridge Street

Winnip'eg, Manitoba

R3M 3G3

All profits from the sale of Liuboslaw Hutsaliuk's cards
go towards furthering cultural projects sponsored by the
Ukrainian Canadian University Students' Union, National
Executive.

Poetry from the Universities 1974

A collection of poetry by Ukrainians will be published in

the summer of 1974. The anthology will include poems
written in English, French and Ukrainian.

The purpose of the collection will be to show young
people the kind of work that is being written by Ukrainians

in various parts of Canada.

Contributions are requested from students and youth
across Canada. Send your work and a brief statement of

where and what you are studying to the following address:

Lada Hirna

394 Bloor St. West,

Suite 4,

Toronto, Ontario

M5S 1X4

""
(12) $2.50

$5.00

Lubo Hutsaliuk "Pont Neuf" - india ink
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Skeletons in the Cupboard
M. Vynnychuk

In the midst of all the discus-

sions on culture, cultural

values and Ukrainianism one is

sometimes struck by the lack

of humility shown in ap-

proaching that same culture.

There is often a large element

of dogmatism in this kind of

discussion and sometimes an.

attempt to legislate the bor-

ders of Ukrainian culture.

Certain figures in literature,

history or politics are held in

contempt or simply banned

from discussion. You must

have had the experience that

when, say, Drahomanov,

KhVyTovy or Makhno are

mentioned, the older person in

the room shifts uncomfortably

in his chair and groans in-

wardly. These names are some

of the skeletons in the cup-

board, some of the "unfor-

tunately also Ukrainians" and

a continual embarrassment in

polite conversations. One can

not dispute their fame or the

quality of their literary or

scholarly achievements, but all

the same our people shouldn't

be doing that kind of thing!

The embarrassment, perhaps,

also stems from a tacit recog-

nition that there are "other

ways" of being Ukrainian and

that these figures exist as a

constant reproach to any at-

tempt to impose a cultural

straight jacket on Ukrainian-

ism.

Besides being immodest,

tl-us approach to the culture

has harmful consequences. No

one will ever be able to say

that he knows the culture in

all its facets. Learning about

one's culture, it seems to me,

should be a continuous pro-

cess of discovery, and every-

one should have the oppor-

tunity of learning as much as

possible about the diversity of

his cultural heritage. When a

political emigration dominates

cultural life, not only in-

dividual writers but whole

periods are taboo. For in-

stance, the incredible creative

ferment of the 1920s in the

Ukraine, which produced so

much in literature and art is

frowned upon.

This narrow-minded ap-

proach to one's own culture

leads to many paradoxes. Uk-

rainians are allowed to idealize

19th Century, culture which

was one based on the village

community and the peasant

way of life - but anything

that smacks of the 20th Cen-

tury, industrialism or urban

life is distasteful, foreign and a

corruption of the "genuine"

culture.

Even to admit that there is

a Ukrainian proletariat, that

there was an attempt to form

a Ukrainian proletarian litera-

ture and art, that there were

Ukrainian cubists, supremat-

ists and constructivists seems

blasphemous to some cultural

purists.

This point struck me strong-

ly a few days ago when read-

ing a review of an art exhibi-

tion at Fischer's in London

(England). Many of the artists

in the display (which was bill-

ed as a "show of Russian

revolutionary art") were Uk-

rainians.

The work of Alexander

Bogomazov created some ex-

citement, the author of the

review comments that he Is

"virtually unknown outside

the Ukraine" and expresses

the hope that his philosophical

theory laid out in his "Paint-

ing and its elements" in 1914

will one day be published.

Having stated that "the Uk-

raine was the most fertile

land", the author asks in puz-

zlement, "Why the Ukraine?

And why so many really

strong women artists? These

are some questions still to be

examined."

But are they being exam-

ined? This is an area of Uk-

rainian culture which is only

slowly being rehabilitated

after being ignored by both

the Soviet Union and by the

emigration.

And who is doing the

examining? The irony in the

Fischer exhibition is that it

took an art-lover who was

non-Ukrainian to patiently

collect the hundreds of works

produced in this period and, in

a sense, discover this aspect of

Ukrainian cultural history.

The same is happening else-

where. One hears of groups of

non-Ukrainian students at

French and Italian universities

studying the cultural figures of

the 20s, and learning the lan-

guage to be able to read the

texts.

Perhaps we will have to wait

for non-Ukrainians to explain

our own cultural heritage to us

in all its richness and com-

plexity.

Cont. from page 3

"panna" evinces a more than passing

interest in her studies and expresses a

desire for pursuing it as a .career,

parents then put on the clampers. It is

all right to want to be a teacher or a

nurse or something of that ilk. it is

quite another story to prefer medicine

or art and wish to pursue it as a

lifetime goal. First of all, Ukrainian

girls are not trained to think of

themselves as potential" doctors, art-

ists, actresses or engineers. They are

trained rather to go to college, acquire

one of those generalized "liberal arts"

educations, and get married. If all else

fails, teaching is a nice female career.

Teaching piano or cello is better than

trying to become a first-rate artist.

Painting is all right and so is sculpting

if they are in the realm of hobbies and

not pursued as full time careers. The

only full time career that most Uk-

rainian parents acknowledge is mar-

riage. Witness my going home to see

my folks and trying to tell them what

type of work I do in New York City.

They are mildly interested insofar as I

am working and not loafing around.

But their ears perk up only after I tell

them of the Ukrainian man that I met

recently. My getting married is really

uppermost in their minds. In other

words, they are waiting for my life to

begin. Until now, 1 have been "fooling

around." "When am I going to get

serious about life and settle down?"

they ask me. A career and the strain

of fighting for one are totally irrele-

vant. And I wearily wonder how they

can negate segments of my life as if

they were unlived and unfulfilled.

The Soyuzivka Sale

At eighteen or thereabouts most rela-

tives and friends of the family witness

the growth of your "pannahood" with

remarks such as "Well, she certainly is

very pretty." It is at this point that

most Ukrainian girls are trussed into

the ready made Ukrainian marriage

market which revolves around centers

like Soyuzivka. Parents are willing to

spend great amounts of money on this

pursuit. For example, I know of

several parents who bring their daugh-

ters to Soyuzivka during a big dance

and then sit back and watch ap-

provingly as she dances with this or

that Ukrainian man. It is at this point

that we begin to see the true status of

Ukrainian women. They are never

judged by whom they are but rather

by whom they are with. The higher up

on the professional ladder the man is,

the better a catch he will be. Uk-

rainian men are pampered in our

closed little society. For every well-

heeled Ukrainian bachelor there are at

least three overzealous Ukrainian

mothers that lie in wait for him with

their daughters. The order of status in

Ukrainian circles is a finely refined art

with the following pecking order:

doctor - four star rating; veterinarian

- three star rating; lawyer - three star

rating; engineer - two star rating; all

other professions - one to two stars.

Family origins in Ukraine also carry a

great deal of weight. If you're a guy

who hasn't got any college education

- forget it, friend. The marriage

market isn't interested in you.

Basically then, the purpose of a

young "panna's" education is for her

- to be able to make the right type of

conversation with the man she is

interested in. The more education she

has received, the better the man will

be. The stream of girls who are willing

to go through this buy and sell at

Soyuzivka seems endless and I never

cease to be amazed by the fact that

the cycle never seems to stop. Most

girls complacently accept their par-

ents' teachings on this, score. A score

card for all pannas; they do not

smoke in public, they do not swear,

and never do they become promis-

cuous. They also dare not be ag-

gressive. To be promiscuous with a

Ukrainian male is akin to laying your

life on the line. The word will get

around and the panna will not be safe

from leering looks and a heavily tarn-

ished reputation. Consequently, the

cult of the panna produces many

hypocritical qualities in yoUng girls.
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Americans they are more or less them-
selves; they may curse, they definitely

smoke, and occasionally they do
stray. Put them in Ukrainian society

and you are looking at the opposite

end of the kaleidescope. Pannahood
prevails. A nice panna is just that and
she befriends others like herself. And
then when she does get married, her

parents breathe a sigh of relief, writing

her off as now taken care of.

What happens to the nice pannas
who buy the line and end up single by
age thirty? You can recognize them at

any Ukrainian cultural activity — they

look a little lost and confused. They
have failed. By age thirty, a panna is

washed up in Ukrainian circles. There
are no outlets for her to tap. After all,

there is always a new and seemingly

unlimited supply of nice younger
pannas who are willing to go through

the same routine all over again.

The Panna and Ukraine

The cult of the panna and Ukrainian

politics, I believe, are closely inter-

woven in an insidious plot to produce
more Ukrainian children for freeing

Ukraine. Endless streams of aka-

demiyas, processions, balls and other

"cultural" events have the dual pur-

pose of keeping young ladies mindful

of their origins as well as of training

them to perpetuate certain nuisance

characteristics of Ukrainian emigre

life. Witness the unceasing streams of

"vyschyvani vechernytsi" where it is

the purpose of all pannas, but es-

pecially their mothers, to sew hideous

embroidered garments. Firstly, for the

purpose of propagandizing the beauty

of Ukrainian culture among them-
selves (who else goes to these affairs")

and secondly, for showing the panna
off on the social scene as a true

patriot and collaborator in Ukrainian

culture. Both purposes are so beauti-

fully merged that it is difficult to see

male chauvinist patriarchal values in

these activities until one looks more
closely.

First of all, all bake sales, em-
broidery shows and easter egg demon-
strations are surefire indicators that

the woman's place is in the home.
Political overtones are given only to

indicate that these feminine qualities

are only as good as the fuel of

patriotism that serves them. Instead of

training the panna for more important

wok in the business of being Uk- 1

rabiian in American society , (such as , .c . it .

. , , j women may be vociferous in their
developing clear political values and ' '

3
. . . ,

activities, a closer look points to the
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fact that their activities are tied to

Societal Roles and Training

Ukrainian women, like all women
everywhere, learn to be supportive

from an early age. I remember when I

was just a kid and my father would

come home from work hungry. I was
expected to feed him. Now my
brother is seventeen. My father still

comes home hungry from work but

my brother is not expected to cook
anything for him. Furthermore, my
parents are evidencing a great deal of

concern about what my brotfier's

the ability to expound them), the

panna is trained to do "little" things
,

, - _ . , . ., hearth and home and have no real
while men are expected to run the

organizations and do the thinking, effect. The panna gets so imbued with
Easter egg painting and embroidering these pseudo-patriotic values that she
millions of yards of useless garments never stops to look beyond the

has nothing to do with thinking. It is "yalynkas," dances and bake sales,

merely purposeless activity. She has been trained to be a non-
I have often heard sly innuendoes thinking member of Ukrainian soci-

from men about the good work that ety. Her role is a passive rather than
the Soyuz Ukrainok does in the social active one and she will eventually drag
sphere with its cookie sales etc.; wist- her kids around from one Ukrainian
ful remarks about how well organized activity to another without stopping career will be. I don't recall anyone
the Soyuz is and how much money it to think what all this activity is ever having been too concerned with

seems to rake in. And yet women, supposed to mean. And the pannas of what I was going to do ith my life. It

using the only patriarchally imposed today, however well educated they was rather taken for granted that I

societal valves that are allowed them may he, keep falling into the same old would go to college and then get

by men, can have very little influence trap . Witness all the new "youth" married. How can women be self-

with cookie sales and dances. When it chapters of Soyuz Ukrainok opening reliant and' independent when they are

comes down to reality, these groups up ancj doing all the same useless trained to be just the opposite from
have not been programmed to think, activities their mothers did before
It is only in male run organizations them. I was recently quite shocked to
such as UCCA and UNA where the f^d out that some of my friends from
true power, if there is any at all, lies. my home town, friends with whom I

Ultimately, Soyuz influences very grew up and wen t to college and with
little Ukrainian-American policy- I talked about these very same
ing- issues, are now, safely ensconced in

What I am trying to say here is that
the bosom of matrimony, picking up

although many claim Ukrainian soci- these time-tattered pieces of useless manipulate than to take a stand with

ety is matriarchal. I see no basis for values and are hellishly intent upon any man. Women, are trained to buy

this claim. Although Ukrainian furthering them. Contlm

birth? They are trained to be frilly

little decorations without much per-

sonality of their own. A child is

dependent on her parents' love. When
she learns that rewards come only

when she is cute and coy, the habit

does not stop with childhood. It is so

much easier for a girl to cry or

Dolly Komar

Recently the annual report on the status of women w
tabled in the Commons by the Labour Minister, Jol

Munro, outlining the achievements of the Government
advancing the position of women. Whatever progress 1

been made must be viewed in the light of the serio

repression that has taken place in Canada this year. Tl
fall, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the rights ai

privileges of Indians as outlined in the Indian Act no long
apply to Indian women if they marry non-Indians
non-status Indians. This is an example of the most blata

kind of sexist discrimination levelled against women, and
fact all liberated people. For our Indian sister's identity

now defined by the man that she marries. As a member
one of Canada's minority groups I was deeply enraged \

the ruling. I am and always will be a Ukrainian, regardle

of the identity of my husband. The Indian woman is

always will be an Indian regardless of the identity of h
husband, and all rights and privileges under the Indian A
must be guaranteed to her. The Government of Canai

must seriously consider this problem and enact sufficiei

legislation to ensure these rights.

Another area of concern for minority group women
the question of their condition at work. Most minoriJ

group women are working class and work in non-unionizi

industry. Our newer citizens are also exploited as immigrai

labour. They have little hope of acquiring control ov
their wages and working conditions because of the doub.

discrimination that they feel, both as women and £

members of one of Canada's ethnic groups. We must begi

to examine and organize around this issue, if we are t

achieve any progressive change in the status of minoril

group women.

Response to previous columns

Got a call from a Ukrainian man in Winnipeg, who was ver

pleased that Ukrainian women are finally dealing with thei

liberation. He wishes all Ukrainian women the greatest t

success in their struggle and says "it's about time thy

Ukrainian men were confronted with their chauvinism",

thank him for his support.

As a result of the favourable response to the Mab
Chauvinist Pig of the Year Award, 1 am happy to announc
. . . TRA RA ... the establishment of the Male Chauvinis

Pig of the Month Award. In order that we may give all ou
chauvinists national prominence, I ask the readers to pas

on their suggestions, and reasons why. Hopefully tb

newspaper will last that long. This month's Male Chauvinis

Pig of the Month Award goes to . . . The Association

Ukrainian Journalists in Canada (SUZhK), who annualh

choose a Queen of the Press. In order to receive this awan
???? the lucky woman must be involved in the community

and be beautiful. I wonder how this helps the cause

journalism in the Ukrainian-Canadian community.

And now a few wishes

for the new year

May all married (or living together) couples divide equitably

all household activities, may all the women who refuse tt

be called Miss or Mrs, but insist in being referred to as M;

persevere, may the Ukrainian Canadian Committee have

equal representation between men and women on the

national, and all local executives, may the decision making

process in Ukrainian organizations be opened up to include

both men and women, may we see not only complete

democratization in the Ukrainian Canadian Committee hut

woman president, may Plast, CYM, and all oilier

Ukrainian Youth Organizations whose members have

uniforms have the same kind of uniform lor both men and

women, may sex-education be available at all Ukrainian

schools and may birth-control information he muric

available through these institutions, and may til

consider yourselves liberated people urid join the slrujijilu in

74.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
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review
Senator Paul Yuzyk, For a Better Canada. Toronto, 1973.

Pp. 352. Price S3.00.

For a Better Canada is a collection of the more important

speeches delivered by Senator Yuzyk in the Senate chamber

and at conferences in various centres across Canada.

The book deals with the historical development of

multi-cuLuralism and the role of ethnic groups in Canadian

society.

As one would expect from the title, it is a conservative's

view of multiculturalism, expressing the conviction that "in

all plurilingual societies, linguistic tensions must be handled

by the normal working of the political process."

The author's vision of a better Canada is one in which

the principles of tolerance and respect for another's cultural

values would penetrate every aspect of Canadian life.

The Senator on several occasions reasserts his faith in the

gradual evolution of a multicultural Canadian society:

"I believe that the magic of our great country can

overcome ethnic prejudices and distrust, and achieve the

unity of our diverse elements in building an ever greater and

better Canada."

The book fails to take any account of the more recent

developments in the theory of multiculturalism and stops

short at relating the concept of multiculturalism to any

meaningful analysis of the workings of Canadian society.

Nevertheless, it provides a useful account of the emer-

gence during the 1 960's of the idea of multiculturalism and

of the "third force" in Canada and is a tribute to the

tireless efforts of the Senator to stir discussion on this

subject at a parliamentary level.

A separate section is devoted to "Relations with the

Soviet Union and the Ukraine" which discusses, among

other things, Trudeau's denunciation of Ukrainian dissent-

ers and his subsequent "apology" to the Ukrainian com-

munity.

A third section entitled "The Quality of Life" includes

speeches on Taras Shevchenko, science policy, tech-

nological progress, and the preservation of our en-

vironment.

The book is a response to requests from hundreds of

Canadians for a collection of Senator Yuzyk's speeches and

was published on the occasion of his tenth anniversary in

the Senate.

The book may be purchased from the SUSK office on

394 Bloor St. West, Toronto, Out., M5S 1X4.

ML V.

Ned Thomas, The Welsh Extremist March, 1973. Y Lolfa,

Talybont, Ceredigion (Cardiganshire), Cymru (Wales).

Paperback. Price 40 pence.

Every so often a book comes along which seems to have

been written by someone from another part of the world

with~arT intimate understanding of some of the most

obsessive problems facing one's own community. Ned

Thomas' account of the experiences of the Welsh com-

munity in Britain is one of those books.

There are insights into a whole range of questions with

which the Ukrainian community in Canada has been strug-

gling for generations and many parallels with the arguments

SUSK has been trying to formulate in the last few years.

The problem is the desperate struggle of a minority

group for survival: a minority group which feels it has

something worth preserving, which feels it has a place in the

larger community and which knows that it can and should

be able to make an important contribution to the larger

society of which it is a part.

The book has very intelligently written chapters on the

language, on the importance of broadcasting, on Welsh

nationalism and on the split between the Welsh-speaking

and English-speaking Welsh.

Like the Ukrainians in Canada, the. Welsh have a lin-

guistic split. There are some 600,000 Welsh speakers in a

Welsh community of two and a half million. Both make a

contribution to the Welsh language movement. The author

sees the present crisis in the whole Welsh community as

part of a wider struggle against a society which does not

have humane priorities. He charts "The growing realization,

as among the young everywhere, of a connection between

all the elements of social structure, that you cannot be a

cultural nationalist only."

Some of the best points made by Mr. Thomas deal with

the Welsh attachment to the native language. This, he feels,

is something the Englishman finds hard to understand

emotionally. "It must seem a romantic cultural obsession, a

communal neurosis.

"There is an obsession; that must be admitted. A healthy

language, like a healthy body, does not need to have its

temperature taken all the time; but the Welsh-speaker is

constantly asking how the language is doing, noticing a

contraction here, a small victory there, forecasting doom,
pledging himself to do more, self-consciously buying Welsh

books and records, starting Welsh schools and nursery

classes, campaigning for equal status for the language in

public life."

Combating the rather uneducated view that language is

merely something that clothes thought, Mr. Thomas raises

the following arguments which are worth quoting at length.

He begins by citing a passage from Dr. F.R. Leavis's English

Literature in our time and the University :

Language . . . does more than provide an analogue for a

"culture" in that full sense which very much concerns us

... it is very largely the essential life of a culture . .

.

Such a cultural tradition, like the language which is 'at

the heart of it, has been formed and kept living - that is,

changing in .response to changing conditions (material,

economic and so on) - by continuous collaborative

renewal. The participants tend to be hardly conscious of
the basic values and assumptions they share;

Anyone who has tried the least bit of literary translation

will know which is the truer account of language.

Languages are very delicate networks of historically

accumulated associations, and a thought in Welsh has

innumerable and untraceable connections with the

thought of past centuries, with the environment, with

the scenery, even with the moral and emotional terms in

which the community has discussed its differences.

A different language does not assert one's total dif-

ference from other groups of the human race, but it

registers the degree of difference that in fact exists; it is

from the recognition of this that all worthwhile efforts

at understanding between groups must start.

77ie Welsh Extremists is a book that should be read by

every member of SUSK. It should also be recommended to

every person who feels that there is a nobility in the

struggle of minority groups to preserve their identity in the

face of overwhelming and unfair odds - a struggle against

the pressures applied by a dominant group to conform to

its conceptions of unity.

* "Until the Welsh language passes out of existence, the

best of every generation who speak it will go on fighting

in one way or another, not because of some narrow

obsession, not because they are incapable of feeling

themselves part of a wider world-community, but be-

cause you cUnnot set out to contribute to this wider

community or take part in the world's moral struggles

and accept on your own doorstep d situation which

denies your own identity as a Welsh-speaker and the

value of the centuries which lie behind you.

"

M.S.

CRITIQUE Vol. 1 ,
Spring 1973

(Review reprinted from the Bulletin of the

Committee in the defense of Soviet Political

Prisoners)

The creation of a new left-wing journal.

Critique, by a number of British intellectuals

and political activists is the expression of a

need (widely felt within the International

Left) to upgrade the level of analysis of

Soviet and East European political evolu-

tion. The editors of this journal feel that

many contemporary Marxist sovietologists,

not being familiar with the languages of the

countries concerned or often even with de-

tailed work in Western languages, have too

frequently concocted "abstract generalisa-

tions inapplicable to the existing regimes of

the East". Neither however, are they willing

to opt for the sterile approaches of Western

neo-positivism as exemplified by Parsonian

functionalism and Samuelson's "market
equilibrium" theory of economics which
have so dominated Western scholarship.

Critique, thus, represents a more intimate

relationship between all sources of informa-

tion on Soviet and East European political

development and the traditional Marxian

theoretical framework.

Closely related to I he continuing Confer-

ence of Radical Scholars of Soviet and East

I .impeans Studies (CRSSEES), Critiqiu in-

tends to publish articles based on presenta-

tions by members of CRSSEES during its

conferences. The first edition of Critique is

now available. Among the article*- are

"Godelier's Marxism" by David H. Rubin

and "Towards a Political Economy of the

U.S.S.R." byH.H.Ticktin.

In his criticism of Godelier's Marxism,

Rubin demonstrates that Godelier, with his

fetishization of the law of value ( the turning

of it into an "objective external law" govern-

ing all historically specific modes of produc-

tion); with his failure to understand Marx's

conception of praxis (the very foundation of

Marxian social theory) and his subsequent

transformation of it into an "ideological fan-

tasy" incompatible with the objectives of

"scientific" inquiry, falls victim to the same

bourgeois positivism which he so vehemently

denounces. Moreover, Godelier's "dis-

covery" of the use of the hypothetic-

deductive method of Marx (side-by-side with

his own historical method), which Rubin

shows to be entirely without basis, clearly

reveals his lack«of understanding of Marxist

dialectics. In general, Rubin demonstrates a

solid familiarity with Marxist theory and his

article makes for excellent and stimulating

reading.

H. Ticktin. in "Towards a Political Econ-

omy of the U.S.S.R." attempts to show the

inadequacies of various interpretations of

the Soviet political process via such classi-

fications as workers' state, state-capitalism,

technocracy, etc. Instead, by focusing on the

phenomenon of an incredible waste of re-

sources, especially in the producer goods

sector, while maintaining it in its total, his-

torical context, he reveals this phenomenon
to be a specific expression of the self-

contradictory nature of Soviet economic

evolution, of conflicting interests (within the

elite) between those involved in the total

administration of society and those carrying

out instructions at the local level. Since, for

Ticktin, Preobrazhensky's conception of a

dialectical relation between the plan and the

law of value is no longer applicable to the

present state of affairs, the fundamental con-

tradiction in the Soviet economy (as signi-

fied by conflicting interests within the elite)

must be understood in terms of a dialectical

relation between the tendency towards or-

ganization and the law of the private inter-

est. This contradiction moreover, in regards

to the private to the relation between the

elite and the working class, takes the form of

the working class having no incentive to

work and therefore producing as little and as

badly as possible. The tendency towards

waste in the producer goods sector is, con-

sequently, further reinforced. This, in turn,

necessitates a gradual trend towards a

market (which, according to Ticktin, seems

to be the case) and an "immediate worsen-

ing" of the working situation. In general

although Ticktin's writing style leaves much

room for improvement, a diligent reading of

his article will present the reader with some
penetrating insights into the internal dynam-
ics of the Soviet Union.

Also included in the first edition of

Critique are "Historiography of the Russian

Revolution in the Twenties" by James D.

White. "Workers Councils in Czechoslovakia"

by J. Pelikan, "Czechoslovak Opposition"

by Z. Parma, "The U.S.S.R.: Trends of the

Past Year" by Y. Stepanovich, "Hungarian

Economic Reform" by A. Robertson and

many more.

It must be made clear that although in-

volvement with the journal is constituted by

individuals of varying left-wing perspectives,

Critique is independent of all political

groupings. Advisory Editorial Board: Ernest

Mandel, Peter Sedgewick, Paul M. Sweezy.

Convenor of Editorial Board: Hillel H".

Ticktin. Published bi-annually (Spring and

Fall). To subscribe send cheque/postal order

to: Critique, 31 Cleveden Road, Glasgow

GI2 OPH, Scotland. Annual Subscription:

Overseas (S3.00). Single Issue: Overseas

(SI .50). Library Annual Rates: Overseas

(S4.50). Free copies to prisoners and in-

ternees.
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Christina Elena Petrowska

the world was ruled

the world was ruled

by guru-god,

the Mula Djadji

& his caballi court.

all in skies

moving up and down balloons

but

Lucifer of the 'Surfeit Dis
sulked in the woolly air

(paralysis of gut passion for Pasiphae).

scorching in his sexuality

like a grape stirring in its skin.

acid-mouthed

his kiss searched for fellow nakedness,

an incensed raga

convulsing until the jhala

fragmented the five senses

to throb and fracture , .

.

(broken glass in the veins).

— the lonely always seek divinity,

their court,

a travelling masquerade

in 'smoke-grass' Laputas,

sprawled dreams vibrate

into a distorted Victorian penny Bible

when infinite selves

in the anarchy of flesh

shut out the eye

of coupling mirrors

and

.

lucifer

Stepped

Down

in loving him

in loving him

I have murdered

every possibility of reality

as my imagined enemy.

put me in a room with him

and I'll want out

only tc feel the window

looking in

but put me in life without him
and . .

.

let me languish

let me languish

on the road

skin-talk a little

with foetus eyes

on fingertips,

for soon I'll ache my way

in the dark alone,

maybe never reaching

the top of the hill;

but for now

GO AWAY SISYPHUS.

I keep my suitcase packed

1 keep my suitcase packed

ready for each dream,

each story,

that it might become real,

that it might become a real map

to feed me more
than movie roads.

the smell of your after-shave

the smell of your after-shave,

remembered somehow incongruously

you weren't there,

picking plums

on the side of the mountain

and the sunny day

was your touch,

remembered every day

of a touch

you aren't there.

WANTED

Young Ukrainian male seeks

like-minded Ukrainian female

to share love, food, and rent.

Duration and terms negotiable.

Am very much the artsy type student

with a particular passion for poetry.

My politics are left —

have had rally, picket line,

and boycott experience, and am

interested in the Chinese experiment.

No Stalinists or Soviet apologists

need apply!

Woman should be mature, confident,

and strong willed - capable of withstanding a moody

temperament and occasional relapses

into -liberation role playing.

Must be serious

blue jean intellectual type;

no embroidered personalities, please!

Would be helpful if endowed

with an existential sense of humour

and tragedy.

Should be willing to live light -

no rings, fine furniture,

or fancy clothes -

and should be into travel.

Above all must be pragmatic

and adaptable;

able to live on lots of affection

and very little bread.

Am especially turned on by

mother-earth types

as I dig holubtsi and Ukrainian Xmas

as much as 1 dig Shevchenko.

No need to send photograph —

a verbal 30 word description wilt do.

Will accept small token of love -

anything you've made that's picked up

on your vibes would be nice.

Boutique remantics

and hip bourgeois types

need not apply.

To arrange meeting

phone 633-1389 and ask for Jars.

Area code is 4 1 6 and charges accepted

after 1 1 p.m. only.

Jars Balan

4001 Dufferin St.,

Downsview, Ont.,

M3H 5R4
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~love and security at a very high price.

And it is love and security that they

are trained to covet. With such a

limited scope, it is no wonder that

they will fight viciously to get what

they want, or will manipulate to get it

again after they lose it.

Panna Publicity

Being a panna in your twenties is a

public event. Everyone becomes very

intimately involved in your private

life. People take it upon themselves to

find you a suitable suitor. They give

you advice; point out what you may
be doing wrong; tell you that you had

better hurry up - your years are

catching up with you. Unfortunately,

Ukrainian society is not flexible and

provides no outlets for unattached,

self-thinking Ukrainian females. Con-

sequently, most pannas join in at

some point in their twenties or else

are viciously cut off in their thirties as

unnecessary appendages. Parents also

tend to make nuisances of themselves

with remarks such as: "After all, if

you stay single, what are people going

to think?" or "Our friends, what are

we going to tell them when they ask?"

Or. "Isn't anybody good enough for

you - what's the matter with you

anyway?" In this way they make the

panna feel as if she has rudimentarily

disappointed them in some way; let

them down. The insidious pushes and

pulls in this direction can become so

unbearable that many pannas are

faced with three alternatives: they can

break down and marry whatever is

looming on the horizon; they can

leave home gritting their teeth; or

they can stay having resigned them-

selves to the fact that they are social

flops.

Why do men marry stupid Women?

This is something I myself don't

understand. Especially if the man is

very intelligent. The only rationale I

can see for this phenomenon (and I

have seen much of it in Ukrainian

circles) is that stupid women pose less

of a threat to the male ego than do
intelligent ones. Here's a thought -

how many intelligent women marry
stupid men?

Materialism as the Escapist way out

In the development of the panna there

is no emphasis placed on self-reliance

or self-judgment (my parents, for in-

stance, have now come to the con-

clusion that the only reason why I am
not married is because I am too bossy
- a side effect of my being on my
own — i.e. it was an inherent wrong to

leave the house and search for my
identity). What Ukrainian society is

intent on doing, in my opinion, is

creating a vicious circle of mindless,

faceless women who recite the
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opinions of their husbands and whose

sole purpose is the bearing of children.

This type of mentality produces the

recent outcropping, a product of

American mentality, of the new

materialistic marriage. It is a phenom-

enon that can be viewed in any major

city in the states as well as in Canada.

How else can a past-panna flaunt

her social success if not by showing

the world her excellent matrimonial

choice? There is a definitive "keeping-

up-with-the-Jones' syndrome" preval-

ent among young Ukrainian married

couples today. In many ways, the

Ukrainian male becomes the victim of

an ever-conscious attempt to flaunt

material success before the eyes of

Ukrainian society. The young Uk-

rainian, college-educated matron of

today- has become the epitome of the

culture vulture. She often chooses the

right means for the wrong ends. Suc-

cess in American life today consists of

marrying the right Ukrainian money-

making machine who will guarantee

her an income in today's Ukrainian

society as well as a lavish ranch house

with innumerable paintings of the

Ukrainian masters, entry to all the

balls, professional activities and social

events with the right sort of expensive

clothes. Dealing on a materialistic

level as a way of competing realistic-

ally with American society, we Uk-

rainians ignore the better aspects of

life in America. As American society

is trying to cope with the issue of

women's liberation and straighten out

some of the wrongs done to women
throughout the ages, Ukrainian

society persists in going its merry way
in producing mindless, useless females

who are intent only on social position

and the cultivation of pseudo-

Ukrainian values. The problems of

self-identity, independence and social

awareness are never broached.
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"Women are an oppressed class. Our oppres-

sion is total, affecting every facet of our

lives. We are exploited as sex objects, breed-

ers, domestic servants, and cheap labour. We

are considered inferior beings whose only

purpose is to enhance men's lives."

This statement is a part of the manifesto

of a "woman's rights" group; an expression

of frustration stemming from centuries of

discrimination by sex.

One of the most obvious and easily quan-

tified areas of discrimination against women
is that of employment. Women tend to get

jobs of less prestige, less responsibility, and

lower salary. In a study of the percentage of
" females as compared to males in various

positions on the faculties of certain univer-

sities, women were found to be a minority in

all positions, and those maintained by

women, were of a subordinate role. Ad-

mission standards for men and women, are

also different and university department

chairmen favour hiring men as faculty mem-
bers, when credentials are identical.

In a l%0 report, by the U.S, Department

of Commerce, on women m the labour

force, 82 per cent of all working women
held subordinate employment positions, 72

per cent of these were clerical positions and

out numbered men 5 to 2. Only 5 per cent

of the female work force were in managerial

positions, outnumbered by men 5 to 1 and

13 per cent in professional roles. The actual

difference in numbers of the total labour

force was 22 million women to 28 million

men.

In reference to wages, the median annual

salary for men was $5 137.00 and for women
- $2537.00, a difference of more than two
fold. White women, also received less than_

black males, whose median salary was
S3075.00.

Men in similar occupations as women
receive more money, on the average, in every

field. Women in managerial positions earn

less money then women clerks, male man-
agers earn more money than male clerks.

Besides employment, the discrimination

against women reaches every facet bf life.

How many women, in comparison to men,
are known artists? How many female scien-

tists besides Mme Curie can be easily recalled

by the undergraudate student? Even in the

field of child-rearing, for which women are

supposedly better suited, men, such as

Freud, Spock, and Piaget, head the top of
the lists. Our oppression is total!

Marlene Dixon's description of this

popular concept of the female is as such:

"The nature_pf women, like that of slaves, is

depicted as dependent, incapable of reason-

ed -thought, childlike in simplicity and

warmth, martyred in the role of mother, and

mystical in the role os sexual partner."

Women are supposed to be less able to

cope wijh mathematics and technical prob-

lems, less aggressive and more "gentle" than

men, less intelligent, more suited for early

child-rearing and general housework than

employment in the business and professional

world, and generally weaker than men. Their

goal in life is seen as being "pretty" and

"proper". They are objects of sexual atten-

tion and are supposed to be passive in the

initiation of sexual activity.

Even professionals such as psychologists,

psychiatrists and sociologists are prone to

this type of thinking. In a recent study

clinical psychologists were asked to com-

plete a sex-role questionnaire. There were

three groups, the first of which was required

to indicate what traits are associated with a

mentally healthy person regardless of sex;

the second group was to describe a mentally

healthy male, and the third a mentally

healthy female. The results were as follows:

the description of a mentally healthy female

person was more prone towards the female

stereotype (emotional, compulsive, sub-

missive); and the mentally healthy male per-

son was more prone towards the male stereo-

type (aggressive, persistent). As for the

description for a mentally healthy person,

regardless of sex, it was more close to the

characteristics of a male. It was also stipu-

lated that men who exhibited female charac-

teristics were classified as "unhealthy im-

mature male adults".

Maintenance of these, stereotypes are

established in early childhood. This can be

seen
1

in the different treatment of sexes.

Infants learn at a young age their type, and

are from that point on, positively reinforced

for behavior that is appropriate to their sex.

Girls are given dolls to play with, boys are

given trucks.

In a study involving observations of

mother-child interactions, it was discovered,

that at the early age of six months, mothers

were exposing their infants to different

treatment. Female infants were picked up

more, played with more, fondled more and

spoken to more by their mothers. At thir-

teen months, different training for indepen-

dence begins. Boys explored their environ-

ment, and showed much more independence

than girls. When a barrier was placed be-

tween the children and the mothers, the

results showed that females cried, whereas

males tried to get rid of the barriers. The
results showed thai different treatment of

the sexes caused different behavior ex-

pression.

Role-modeling is another aspect of the

maintenance of sex-role stereotypes. In one

study young children were asked to describe

"what adults talk about". Boys reported

adults talked about the stock market, foot-

ball and rush hour traffic; while girls re-

ported baby-silting, washing and shopping.

Ingrained sex-role expectations of the

society plays a major role. The young boy in

elementary school is more pre-occupicd with

developing autonomy and male aggressive-

ness, and this reflects in their lack of atlen-

tion, therefore poorer grades. However, the

young girl has no such need for development

of autonomy for which she has not been
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reinforced, therefore her attentiveness is not

hampered. At adolescence, the girl realizes

to remain popular she must not do so well

and therefore becomes more concerned with

appearance and her motivation to study

drops. The boy, however, feels the pressures

of having to achieve in order to compete in

the attainment of good future employment
and therefore his attentiveness and effort

increases.

Maintainence progresses into adult life,

through control of motivation, and through

defensiveness. With regard to the former, a

woman who pursues a career will always feel

threatened. If she fails, she is subjected to

the popular saying "It's a man's world", and
if she succeeds her femininity is threatened.

As for the latter, if someone is not living up
to the idea of what is feminine or masculine,

he/she begins to monitor their behavior, and
what situations they enter, because of their

defensiveness.

This non-conscious ideology is deeply em-
bedded in our culture, and is not only
evident in male chauvinists, but female

chauvinists.

The Western society has helped im-

mensely in the preservation of this ideology,

by setting up a mock idea of the nuclear

family which supports the different

potential of men and women, which in turn

perpetuates the sex-role stereotype through
child-rearing.

It is apparent that women have not only
been denied the rights to which they are

entitled it, but are steered into "feminine"

roles at a very early age. It is only when this

non-conscious ideology surfaces into con-

sciousness that it can be dealt with.

UBA CASH & CARRY
WHOLESALE

GROCERIES DRUGS TOBACCO
CONFECTIONERY COSMETICS

Branches
138 Euclid Ave. Tel. 366-2314

300 Dwight Ave. Tel. 252-2120

21 Prescott Ave. Tel. 763-1

FREE PARKING MON.-FRI. 8:00 - 5:00 - SAT. 8:00 - 12:00

a mystical sex-partner

muddle-headed as a mother

a meek sex-partner

martyred as a mother

a martyred sex-partner

meek as a mother

a muddle-headed sex-partner

mystical as a mother

a motherly sex-partner

muddle-headed as a sex-

partner, meek as a mother

martyred as a sex-partner,

mystical and muddle-headed

as a mother

meek and motherly as a

sex-partner, martyred and

mystical as a mother

mystical and muddle-headed

as a sex-partner, martyred

and meek as a mother
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girls. It was always assumed in my
family that we would grow up to be
"lyudy". In other words that we
would go to university and have con-

structive careers. In this way I believe

that growing up Ukrainian was the

reason I did not grow up to be the

conventional woman. One of the ways
I learned to be good was to be as

English as my classmates. Thus it was
a terrible shock to me to find that

although I could be better than my
friends in English language, literature

and etiquette, a new obstacle was to

appear. This one could not be over-

come by learning for it was being

female. Since it could not be over-

come by the same methods, it made
me come to grip with tfie problem of

discrimination.

I saw the first prejudices against

women in schools. In my early school

years I was fascinated by the sciences.

Suddenly when I reached grade nine I

was told that a career in science was

not open to me because women were

not and could not be engineers and

scientists. I did not give up on my
dreams, but instead cheated on my
aptitude tests until the scores gave the

appearance that I was suited for

nothing else. Nevertheless, alternative

careers were urged on me.

Still in high school I did not feel

real discrimination against females.

While I was encouraged to do other

tilings than those that I desired, never

was it suggested that I was wasting

tax-payers money by going to school,

or that women just wanted to get

married, have babies and stay at home
to look after them.

Law school was different. Women
were actively discouraged from joining

the faculty. The attitude was that we
were in law school just to find a

husband and were treated accordingly

although there were some exceptions.

The discrimination was blatant — of a

nature that the law school would

never dream of practising against

racial or ethnic minorities - at least

not in Alberta. This discrimination

was a driving force in fostering the

friendship among the women in my
law class and we were able to have a

group perspective on what was hap-

pening. I think that had I been alone,

I might have felt that there was some-

thing wrong with me. Instead I saw

what was happening and joined the

women's liberation movement.
Joining the movement has pointed

out more clearly the many subtle to

overt forms of discrimination against

women. However, as the movement is

largely middle-class and English, it has

also shown to me the discrimination

against persons who are not English.

I feel that my liberation, that is

recognizing my own self-worth with-

out reference to the predominant

stereotypes, grows in both directions

side by side. Ukrainian men, not suf-

fering from double discrimination, do

not seem to have the same under-

standing of what is happening to

them. Many of those that I know are

at the stage of feeling different but

better, yet this seems to be a defensive

feeling and in reality many seem un-

sure of themselves.

Others are not even this aware.

They try to pretend that they are not

Ukrainian. Countless individuals

change their names. Many cut off

their ties with the Ukrainian commun-
ity. The tragedy of this for the in-

dividual is that this is a form of

self-abnegation. It produces fearful

and insecure persons. At the same

time~it is destructive to the Ukrainian

community and becomes a tragedy on

a group scale. Personally I see no hope

for change unless the predominant

social attitude becomes more per-

missive to the diverse strands within it

and at the same time, the Ukrainian

community remains viable. Many per-

sons do not have the support at home
to be able to resist the dominant

group pressures.

Being Ukrainian has helped me re-

sist one of the dangerous tendencies

of the women's movement - that is of

women trying .to be like men rather

than acknowledging their fcmaleness

yet at the same time not letting

society raise obstacles because of this.

As I stated earlier, 1 believe the author

missed the main point in her article.

She failed to consider the inner effects

of being Ukrainian and thus could not

assess how this could influence her

growth as a woman.
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